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Determination 

This Review of Environmental Factors (REF) assesses potential environmental impacts of odour 

treatment infrastructure in Earlwood and was prepared under Division 5.1 of the Environmental 

Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act), with Sydney Water both the proponent and 

determining authority.  The State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 allows the 

proposal to be carried out without development consent. The proposal has also been considered 

against the matters listed in clause 228 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 

2000 (EP&A Regulation) (Appendix A). 

During construction, the main potential environmental impacts of the proposal include flora and 

fauna, visual and access.  During operation, the main impact would be visual, however, the 

proposal will result in improvements to odour management. The assessment shows that if we 

adopt the measures identified in this REF, the proposal would not have a significant environmental 

impact.  Accordingly, we do not require an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).  

The Sydney Water Project Manager will make sure the proposal is carried out as described in this 

REF. If the scope of work or work methods described in this REF change following determination, 

additional environmental impact assessment may be required.   

Prepared by: Reviewed by: 

Eloise Doyle/ Sally Spedding 

Senior Environmental Scientist 

LCS, Sydney Water 

Date: 1/5/2020

Gill Fowler 

Lead Environmental Scientist 

LCS, Sydney Water 

Date:  

Endorsed by: Approved by: 

Yousef Houshiya 

Project Manager 

LCS, Sydney Water 

Date:   

Murray Johnson 

Resources and Environment Manager 

LCS, Sydney Water 

Date:

06/05/2020

7/05/202007/05/2020
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Context 

We provide water, wastewater, recycled water and some stormwater services to almost five million 

people. We operate under the Sydney Water Act 1994 and have three equal objectives to: protect 

public health, protect the environment and be a successful business. 

We are a statutory State-owned corporation and are classified as a public authority, and a 

determining authority for the proposed work under Division 5.1 of the EP&A Act. This REF assesses 

the potential environmental impacts associated with installing new odour control unit- treatment 

infrastructure and identifies safeguards that avoid or minimise potential impacts.    

1.2 Proposal description and need 

Sydney Water proposes to construct and operate a new activated carbon odour control unit (OCU) 

(SY0103) at Unwin St, Earlwood. The purpose of the OCU is to draw contaminated air from the 

sewer network, filter it through the OCU and expel it to the environment through a ventilation shaft.  

The OCU will reduce corrosion of wastewater assets and treat odour before discharge from the 

Western Branch Submain sewer.  

The new OCU (SY103) is necessary to effectively remove hydrogen sulphide (H2S) generated in the 

sewer network and reduce corrosion rates in the Southern & Western Suburbs Ocean Outfall Sewer 

(SWSOOS) concrete tunnel, a critical wastewater asset that serves around 40% of Sydney’s 

population. The proposal also addresses ongoing odour complaints associated with the OCUs 

SY0042 (Eve St, Arncliffe) and SY0043 (West Botany St, Arncliffe) along the SWSOOS tunnel, as 

well as odour complaints surrounding the Unwin St, Earlwood site. The OCUs at Eve St and West 

Botany St are no longer in operation, and will be decommissioned and the sites remediated.  

The construction of the new OCU will require temporary closure of a public bushwalking track 

(Jackson track) which currently runs through the Sydney Water land at Unwin St, Earlwood. A new 

walkway will be built around the new OCU to allow public access to the Jackson track through the 

Sydney Water property. 

1.3 Consideration of alternatives 

The proposed OCU site at Unwin Street, Earlwood was chosen as the preferred location for the new 

OCU after the completion of a two-year study using multi criteria assessment with Sydney Water 

stakeholders.  The assessment included parameters such as land ownership, environmental 

impacts, design & operational considerations, accessibility ,and the ability of the OCU to minimise 

odour issues to the maximum number of customers in the catchment. The location chosen allows 

for the removal of two existing OCUs (SY0042 and SY0043) that have had operational and access 

issues and are no longer in use. 
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Further details about the preferred option (Option 2) selected at Unwin Street is provided in Table 

1-1. 

Table 1-1 Proposal need, objectives and consideration of alternatives 

Option Consideration of viable alternatives/options 

Option 1: Locate OCU on existing access 

road above merging chamber 

Due to the size of the tanks, a platform would need to 

be constructed extending over the sloped ground to 

accommodate the equipment.  The platform is restricted 

in how far it can extend over the sloped ground; 

therefore rock cutting would still be required.  

Access to the equipment at the merging chamber for 

maintenance activities would be severely restricted, 

causing operational and safety issues.  Access through 

the site would also be restricted. 

Option 2: Locate OCU on flatter ground to 

the west of the merging chamber  

(preferred option) 

The flatter ground will minimise the required cut and fill 

for the OCU slab, thereby minimising any issues with 

potentially unstable areas. Locating the OCU to the west 

of the merging chamber will allow access for 

maintenance activities and avoid the identified 

contaminated area. 

Rock cutting will be required for the unit and proposed 

walking track, although this impact will be reduced 

during detailed design.  

Option 3: Locate OCU on sloping ground to 

the west of the merging chamber 

The ground to the west of the merging chamber slopes 

steeply down to Wolli Creek.  Locating the OCU to the 

south of the access track will result in the need to fill the 

sloped area or pile and install a platform.  Either of 

these options is costly and will result in significant tree 

removal in the area. Initial geotechnical advice indicates 

that the area is a potentially unstable. 

Option 4: Locate OCU on adjacent land to 

the east of the merging chamber, at 24 

Unwin Street 

The OCU would be sited between the merging chamber 

and the adjacent resident at 20 Unwin Street, Earlwood. 

This location would involve construction and operation 

of the OCU up to 1 m from the property boundary, and 

within 5 m of the adjacent residential dwelling.  

Option 5: No OCU at the site If no OCU is installed at the Unwin Street site there will 

be no impact on the current area due to excavation and 

construction activities. However, the odour issues 

currently experienced at the site will continue. The 
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Option Consideration of viable alternatives/options 

existing OCUs at SY0042 and SY0043 are no longer in 

use due to operability and access issues.  

The do-nothing approach has the potential to impact on 

the integrity of the sewer infrastructure if hydrogen 

sulphide (H2S) remains in the air space. 

The do-nothing approach is not considered to be a 

feasible option. 

Figure 1-1 Location of proposal alternatives/options 

1.4 Consideration of Ecologically Sustainable Development 

The proposal has been considered against the principles of ecologically sustainable development 

(ESD) (refer to Table 1-2 below). 

Table 1-2 Consideration of principles of ecologically sustainable development (ESD) 

Principle  Consideration in proposal 

Precautionary principle - if there are threats of 

serious or irreversible environmental damage, lack 

of scientific uncertainty should not be a reason for 

The proposal will result in minor environmental 

impacts, and because of the assessments 

undertaken there is no scientific uncertainty relating 
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Principle  Consideration in proposal 

postponing measures to prevent environmental 

degradation. Public and private decisions should be 

guided by careful evaluation to avoid serious or 

irreversible damage to the environment where 

practicable, and an assessment of the risk-

weighted consequences of various options. 

to the proposal. The works will result in improved 

air quality for customers. 

Inter-generational equity - the present generation 

should ensure that the health, diversity and 

productivity of the environment are maintained or 

enhanced for the benefit of future generations. 

The proposal will help to meet the needs of future 

generations by providing a reliable wastewater 

service and improving air quality. 

Conservation of biological diversity and 

ecological integrity - conservation of the biological 

diversity and ecological integrity should be a 

fundamental consideration in environmental 

planning and decision-making processes. 

The proposal has been designed to minimise 

impacts on biological diversity and ecological 

integrity. We will look to further minimise the 

environmental impact during detailed design.  

Improved valuation, pricing and incentive 

mechanisms - environmental factors should be 

included in the valuation of assets and services, 

such as ‘polluter pays’, the users of goods and 

services should pay prices based on the full life 

cycle costs (including use of natural resources and 

ultimate disposal of waste) and environmental 

goals 

Economic, social, environmental and financial 

criteria were used to determine the preferred option 

for the odour control unit. 

The proposal will provide cost efficient use of 

resources and provide optimum outcomes for the 

community, environment and with respect to 

financial cost. 
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2 Proposal Description 

2.1 Proposal details 

Table 2-1 identifies the scope of work for the proposal and Figure 2-1, Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3 
show the locations.  

Table 2-1 Description of proposal 

Scope of work Detailed description of work/ activity  

Land ownership and 

location 

The prosed work sites are on Sydney Water owned land. 

SY0103 - Unwin Street, Earlwood: Lot 29 DP4709 

SY0430 - Eve St, Arncliffe: Lot 20 DP1224233 

SY0420 - West Botany, Arncliffe: Lot 1 DP667322 

 The re-routed bushwalking track will also be located on Sydney Water land. 

Proposal description Sydney Water proposes to install a new odour control unit (OCU) (SY0103) at 

Unwin St, Earlwood to treat odour before discharge from the Western Branch Sub 

Main. Two OCUs, SY0042 (Eve St, Arncliffe) and SY0043 (West Botany St, 

Arncliffe), will be decommissioned and the sites remediated.  

Construction of the proposed OCU will temporarily block a bushwalking track, 

called Jackson track, which runs through the site (Figure 2-1). The track will be 

re-routed past the new OCU following completion of construction and ownership 

and liability for the new suspended section of walking track will be handed to 

National Parks 

Site establishment and 

access tracks 

The site will be accessed via an unformed track from Unwin St. Vegetation 

clearing will be required for the proposed OCU construction. 

Ancillary facilities 

(compounds) 

A construction compound will be required to house site sheds, construction 

amenities and materials laydown. This will be in an already cleared area, and 

the exact location will be chosen by the Delivery Contractor, in consultation with 

the landowner(s) and approved by Sydney Water’s Project Manager as 

described in the safeguards in Section 5, however, an indicative location for this 

compound is shown in Figure 2-1 

Scope of work Installation of OCU SY0103 – Unwin St, Earlwood: 

• site establishment, including clearing 

• site investigations (geotechnical survey, potholing, locating existing 

services) 

• temporary closure of existing walking track (8 months) 

• construction of a sealed access road 
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Scope of work Detailed description of work/ activity  

• civil works (excavation, rock breaking, debris removal and site 

preparation e.g. concrete slab with an area of approximately 12 m x 15 

m) 

• installation of OCU and ancillary infrastructure (new 14m high vent shaft, 

ducting, electrical etc) 

• excavation and connection of pipework from SWSOOS tunnel to the new 

OCU 

• electrical and mechanical works, including panels installation, connection 

to nearby power pole, cabling, cable trays, duct works, and pipe supports   

• commissioning of the OCU including filling of carbon tanks 

• OCU site restoration and installation of security fence 

• construction of a cantilevered walkway past the OCU to connect the 

Jackson walking track in order to maintain public access through the site. 

Decommissioning of OCU SY0042 & SY0043 – Eve St and West Botany St, 

Arncliffe: 

• site mobilisation 

• isolation, decommissioning and demolition of SY0042 and SY0043 

• removal and disposal of the existing unit, carbon, heater, fan, cable, duct 

work, conduits and electrical panels 

• removal of any redundant cables associated with the existing OCUs 

• sealing of any penetrations into the existing sewer assets 

• site restoration including contamination testing and remediation. The 

concrete slab at each OCU location will remain. 

Materials/ equipment   • skip bins 

• concrete pumps 

• concrete saws 

• jackhammers 

• hand tools 

• site facilities and amenities 

• storage containers 

• excavators 

• tip trucks 
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Scope of work Detailed description of work/ activity  

• concrete agitator trucks 

• light vehicles 

• compactor 

• delivery trucks 

• cranes 

• vacuum truck/tankers. 

Work hours  Work and deliveries will be scheduled to occur during standard daytime hours: 

• 7 am to 6 pm, Monday to Friday 

• 8 am to 1 pm, Saturdays. 

The proposal is not expected to require work outside these hours.  However, 

sometimes work is required at different times (e.g. for work in roads or delivery 

of oversize equipment). Sydney Water’s Project Manager can approve work 

outside of standard daytime hours, following the approval process described in 

the safeguards in Section 5.  

Proposal timing  Construction is expected to start November 2020 and be completed by July 

2021. 

Operational 

requirements 

Operational maintenance will include calibrating instruments and some 

sampling. Major maintenance will include the replacement of carbon, which will 

be undertaken on average every two years. A crane and vacuum truck will be 

required for major maintenance. 
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Figure 2-1 Location of proposal and key environmental constraints 

 

OEH is acknowledged as the source of this 

Aboriginal heritage information, under Sydney 

Water’s Aboriginal Heritage Information 

Licence Agreement #116. The AHIMS data 

was provided to Sydney Water in June 2019. 
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Figure 2-2 Location of proposal and flora and fauna constraints 
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Figure 2-3 Location of decommissioning sites and environmental constraints  
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2.2 Field assessment area and changes to the scope of work 

The proposal areas shown in this REF is indicative and based on latest concept design at the time 

of REF preparation.  The final design may change based on detailed design and/ or construction 

planning. If the design/scope of work or construction methods described in this document change 

significantly, supplementary environmental impact assessment must be prepared for the amended 

components in accordance with SWEMS0019. An addendum is not required if the changed design 

assessed by the Environmental Representative: 

• remains within the study area of the REF and has no net additional environmental impact; or 

• is outside the study area of the REF but reduces the overall environmental impact of the 

proposal, as per Clause 110E(a) of the Act. 

Changes to the proposal outside the study area can only occur: 

• to reduce impacts to biodiversity, heritage or human amenity; or  

• to avoid engineering (for example, geological, topographical) constraints; and  

• after consultation with any potentially affected landowners and relevant agencies. 

The Delivery Contractor will demonstrate in writing how the changes meet these requirements and 

Sydney Water’s Project Manager will review the request, in consultation with the environmental and 

communication representatives. 
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3 Consultation 

3.1 Community and stakeholder consultation 

Our approach to community and stakeholder consultation is guided by the Policy and Guidelines 

for Community and Stakeholder Engagement (Sydney Water, 2016). If our work will impact the 

community in some way, we will consult with affected groups. 

We are committed to:  

• being open and honest  

• providing accurate and timely information  

• listening and responding to the opinions of community and stakeholder representatives  

• providing feedback to the community and stakeholders on how their input was addressed in 

the decision-making process  

• honouring any commitments made  

• evaluating our performance in community and stakeholder engagement  

• learning from past community and stakeholder engagement experiences and continuing to 

improve our performance.  

We will engage all potentially affected groups in a variety of ways when we plan, design, construct 

and operate our assets. This includes engaging the broader community and stakeholders during 

planning or strategy development or before making key decisions. 

We will also provide local councils with reasonable notice when we would like to commence works, 

regardless of the need for development consent. Local council(s) will be consulted about: public 

safety issues, the placement of any temporary site sheds or laydown areas on council land, or full 

or partial road closures of council managed roadways. 

3.2  Consultation required under State Environmental Planning Policies 
and other legislation  

Sydney Water must consult with councils and other authorities for work in sensitive locations, (e.g. 

Part 2 Division 1 of the State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP) Infrastructure 2007).  

The proposal will not directly or indirectly impact on land administered under the National Parks 

and Wildlife Act 1974. However, Clause 16(2)(a) requires public authority consultation if the works 

involve ‘development adjacent to land reserved under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974—

the Office of Environment and Heritage’.  

Although the works are located on Sydney Water land, it will involve temporary closure and diversion 

of the Jackson Track which would cause more than a minor disruption for about nine months.  The 

track is managed by National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) and comes from the Wolli Creek 
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Regional Park, which includes several NPWS land parcels in the vicinity. In accordance with Clause 

16 of the ISEPP NPWS has been consulted, including site visits on 3 September 2018, 17 

September 2019 and 21 October 2019. NPWS suggested Sydney Water liaise with Wolli Creek 

Preservation Society (WCPS) who are key stakeholders for the area. Consultation with WCPS is 

detailed further in Section 3.2.1 

3.2.1 Wolli Creek Preservation Society (WCPS) 

Consultation with WCPS has included site meetings on 25 September 2018 and 9 October 2018, 

and a further meeting on 24 October 2019. At the site meetings, the location and importance of the 

proposal to the Sydney Water network was discussed and WCPS’s concern over visual amenity and 

impact to the natural environment was raised. Sydney Water investigated an alternative option 

(Option 3, Table 2-1) presented by WCPS to reduce rock cutting. This option was unsuitable due to 

soft unstable ground conditions, significantly higher construction risk and cost, and difficulties with 

future operability. Consultation with WCPS has resulted in a reduced footprint for the concept design. 

A further option to construct the OCU on an adjacent parcel of land was also investigated (Option 4, 

Table 2-1). The proposal included a potential land swap with the Department of Planning, Industry 

and Environment who is the current landowner of the property. While the option would avoid the 

need for rock cutting, is was unsuitable as the OCU would be sited within metres of a neighbouring 

residence, which would result in high construction and operational impacts such as odour and noise.  

Sydney Water will continue to consult with WCPS and will further investigate where feasible, during 

detail design, opportunities to reduce the extent of rock cutting and the overall footprint of the 

proposal. 
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4 Legislative requirements 

The following environmental planning instruments (Table 4-1) and legislation (Table 4-2) are 

relevant to the proposal.  

 

 

Table 4-2 also documents any licences and permits, timing and responsibility for obtaining them. 

Table 4-1 Consideration of environmental planning instruments relevant to the proposal 

Environmental Planning Instrument   Relevance to proposal 

Rockdale Local Environmental Plan 2011 The existing OCU at Eve St, Arncliffe (SY0043) is located 

on land zoned SP2.  

Canterbury Local Environmental Plan 2012 The proposed OCU location at Unwin St, Earlwood is 

located on land zoned SP2. 

Sydney Regional Environmental Plan no. 

33 – Cooks Cove 

The existing OCU at West Botany St, Arncliffe (SY0042) is 

located on land zoned as Open Space. 

State Environmental Planning Policy 

(Infrastructure) 2007 (ISEPP) 

Clause 106 of the Infrastructure SEPP permits 

development by or on behalf of a public authority for a 

sewage reticulation system without consent on any land.   

The Standard Instrument includes odour control works in 

the definition of a sewage reticulation system. 

As Sydney Water is a public authority, the proposal is 

permissible without consent. 

SEPP (Vegetation in Non-Rural Areas) 

2017 

This SEPP applies as it is in an area listed in Clause 5.1a 

and/ or land within the zones listed in Clause 5.1b. 

However, section 6.1 states: ‘This Policy does not affect the 

provisions of any other SEPP….’  As the works are 

permissible under SEPP (Infrastructure) a Council permit to 

clear vegetation under this SEPP is not required. 

SEPP (Coastal Management) 2018 The new OCU site is mapped as being in proximity to 

(within 100m of) a coastal wetland (Figure 2-2) and within 

the coastal environment and coastal use areas. Section 5 

concludes that the works will not have a significant impact 

on the waterway, and therefore the works can proceed. 

No Coastal Management Programs are in place in the 

vicinity of the works. 
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Table 4-2 Consideration of key environmental legislation 

Legislation  Relevance to proposal Permit or 

approval  

Timing and 

responsibility 

Environmental Planning 

and Assessment) Act 

1979 

(EP&A Act) 

Sydney Water is the proponent and 

determining authority under this Act. The 

proposal does not require development 

consent and is not classified as State 

Significant Infrastructure. We have assessed 

this proposal under Division 5.1 of the EP&A 

Act. This REF has concluded that the 

proposal is unlikely to have a significant 

impact on the environment. 

REF Pre-construction, 

Sydney Water 

Protection of the 

Environment Operations 

Act 1997 

The OCU units are operated in accordance 

with Environmental Protection Licence 372. 

No changes to the EPL are required.  

Not 

required 

 

National Parks and 

Wildlife Act 1974  

The works are located adjacent to the Wolli 

Creek Regional Park. During construction, 

we will not require access to the park. 

Indirect impact will be loss of direct access 

via Jackson’s track for the duration of the 

works. The lower Jackson’s track will remain 

available for use to bypass the work area 

during construction. Occasionally flooding 

prevents access via the lower Jackson’s 

track, but excepting adverse weather 

conditions the alternate track will be open. 

The proposal is unlikely to impact on items 

of Aboriginal cultural heritage significance, 

as discussed in Section 5.2.6. 

Not 

required 

 

Biodiversity Conservation 

Act 2016  

(BC Act) 

The purpose of the BC Act is to maintain a 

healthy, productive and resilient 

environment for the greatest well-being of 

the community, now and into the future, 

consistent with the principles of ecologically 

sustainable development. The proposal 

would require clearing of about 300 square 

metres of native mid storey vegetation, 

Not 

required 
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which is not listed as a threatened ecological 

community. A 5 part test was prepared for 

potential impacts on Green and Golden Bell 

Frogs which are located in proximity to the 

decommissioning works at SY0042 (Eve St)  

refer to Section 5.2.3 for more details. 

Biosecurity Act 2015 

(Biosecurity Act) 

The Biosecurity Act outlines biosecurity risks 

and impacts associated with weeds. The 

Biosecurity Act introduces the concept of 

Priority Weeds. A priority weed is any weed 

identified in a local strategic plan, for a 

region that includes that land or area, as a 

weed that is or should be prevented, 

managed controlled or eradicated in the 

region. 

Five Priority Weeds (Asparagus 

Asparagoides, Asparagus plumosus, Lantana 

camara, Olea europaea subsp. Cuspidate 

and Opuntia spp.) for the Greater Sydney 

Local Land Services region, which includes 

the Canterbury Council LGA, were recorded 

during the ecological assessment.  

Not 

required 

 

Heritage Act 1977 The proposal is located within the NSW state 

listed Wolli Creek Aqueduct (1977-136) 

heritage curtilage. As discussed in Section 

5.2.6, the proposal will have minimal impact 

the heritage item.  

The works are located within the Western 

Outfall Main Sewer which is located on the 

Sydney Water S170 register. A Sydney Water 

senior heritage specialist will assess the 

impact and provide an s57 exemption once 

the detailed design has been confirmed. 

s57 

exemption 

Pre-construction, 

Sydney Water 
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5 Environmental assessment  

The potential environmental aspects and impacts associated with construction and operation of the 

proposal are identified in Section 5.2 as well as safeguards to minimise these. These safeguards 

will be incorporated into contract documents and a Construction Environmental Management Plan 

(or similar) to be developed by the Contractor prior to commencement of work.  

5.1 Existing environment 

The proposal area is located on the northern bank of Wolli Creek part of the Hawkesbury Soil 

Landscape Group. The landscape includes a steep slope with shallow soils and rocky outcrops 

underlain by the Triassic Hawkesbury Sandstone. 

The Wolli Creek valley has had a long history of human use with middens dotting the banks indicating 

that Aboriginal people inhabited the area and accessed the river banks prior to European settlement. 

Current land use near the proposal site includes medium density residential housing and recreational 

parkland.  

Much of the remnant vegetation remains in relatively good condition as there is limited access due 

to the steep terrain. In the lower lying sections, there is more evidence of disturbance and many 

weed species.  

5.2 Environmental aspects, impacts and safeguards 

5.2.1 Topography, geology and soils 

Existing environmental and potential impacts 

Installation of OCU SY0103 

The OCU will be located on relatively flat land. The proposal will require the removal of vegetation 

and minor ground disturbance to provide a stable base for the OCU. Remediation works have taken 

place around the Aqueduct to remove previous contamination (Property EMP, 3817784). The 

proposal could result in potential offsite erosion and sedimentation of surrounding land and 

waterways, if not managed appropriately. 

Acid sulfate soil risk mapping (Department of Planning, Industry and Environment, 2019) indicates 

that there is no known risk of encountering acid sulfate soil at the proposed site. 

The proposal may change the surface topography and drainage patterns of the area due to installing 

permanent above ground infrastructure. However, these changes will not be significant. 

Decommissioning of OCU SY0042 & SY0043 

Although there is potential for ASS to be present, the works to decommission SY0042 and SY0043 

will not require any ground disturbance and no impacts to the soil would occur.  
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Safeguards 

Prevent sediment moving offsite in accordance with Managing Urban Stormwater, Soils and Construction, 

Volume 1 and 2A (Landcom 2004 and DECC 2008), including: 

• divert surface runoff away from disturbed soil and stockpiles 

• install sediment and erosion controls before construction starts 

• reuse topsoil where possible and stockpile separately 

• inspect controls at least weekly and immediately after rainfall 

• rectify damaged controls immediately 

• remove controls once surfaces have been stabilised, including removing trapped sediment in 

drainage lines 

Minimise ground disturbance and stabilise disturbed areas progressively  

Delivery Contractor to ensure imported material is certified for intended use.   

Stop work in the immediate vicinity of suspected contamination. Indicators of contamination include 

discoloured soil, strong chemical or petrol odours and leachate. Contain disturbed material on an 

impermeable surface and cordon areas off. Notify the Sydney Water Project Manager and the 

Environmental Representative.  

Stop work during heavy rainfall or in waterlogged conditions when there is a risk of sediment loss off site. 

Sweep up any sediment/soil transferred off site at least daily, or before rainfall. 

5.2.2 Water and drainage 

Existing environment and potential impacts 

Installation of OCU SY0103 

The proposal is located about 40 metres from Wolli Creek, which is a tributary to the Cooks River.  

During construction, excavation work will disturb the ground, which could expose the soil on site to 

erosion. If not managed appropriately there is potential for soil to leave the site and subsequently 

impact on Wolli Creek due to sedimentation, increased turbidity and reduced water quality. 

Shallow excavation would be required for the proposal. A geotechnical investigation carried out at 

the site (Alliance Geotechnical, 2017) did not encounter groundwater, and it is not expected that 

groundwater would be encountered during construction. The works are classified as ‘minimal impact 

activity’, as per the Aquifer Interference Policy. 
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Any potential impacts in relation to drainage and groundwater would be managed in accordance 

with the safeguards listed above in topography, geology and soils, and below. 

Decommissioning of OCU SY0042 & SY0043 

The proposed works to decommission SY0042 and SY0043 will not require any disturbance to 

soils, and no impacts to waterways or drainage are likely to occur. 

Safeguards  

Store potential contaminants on robust waterproof membrane, away from drainage lines.  

Keep functioning spill kit on site for clean-up of accidental chemical/fuel spills. Keep the spill kits stocked 

and located for easy access.   

Locate portable site amenities away from watercourses or drainage lines. 

Store all chemicals and fuels in accordance with relevant Australian Standards and Safety Data Sheets. 

Record stored chemicals on site register. Bunded areas to have 110% capacity of stored liquid volume. 

Chemicals and fuels in vehicles must be tightly secured. 

Conduct refuelling, fuel decanting and vehicle maintenance in compounds where possible. If field 

refuelling is necessary, designate an area away from waterways and drainage lines with functioning spill 

kits close by.  

No wash down of equipment is permitted onsite. 

Ensure equipment is leak free. Repair oil/fuel leaks immediately or remove from site and replace with a 

leak-free item. 

5.2.3 Flora and fauna 

Existing environment and potential impacts 

Installation of OCU SY0103 

The proposal is located within vegetated Sydney Water land, adjacent to land managed by National 

Parks and Wildlife Services (Wolli Creek Regional Park). The proposal is mapped as being in 

proximity to (within 100m of) a coastal wetland (Figure 2-2). The coastal wetlands are located along 

the lower bushwalking track approximately 40 metres southeast of the proposal, and along the 

southern side of Wolli Creek.  

A flora and fauna assessment prepared by Biosis is included in Appendix C. The assessment 

included a desktop assessment and field surveys. 

The proposal will require the removal of up to 300 square metres of vegetation comprising of Coastal 

Sandstone Foreshore Forest, which is not listed as a threatened ecological community under the BC 

Act. Approximately 60% of the vegetation lies on the upper slope above Jackson Track and is in very 

good condition. The remainder lying below the Jackson Track is in poor condition and contains 
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numerous weed species. One threatened species was recorded within the impact area, Magenta 

Lilly Pilly Syzygium paniculatum (Endangered BC Act, Vulnerable EPBC act). However, the Magenta 

Lilly Pilly is considered to be outside the natural range of the species, and the specimen is considered 

highly likely to be a garden escapee rather than a remnant plant. Therefore, further assessment in 

accordance with the BC Act and EPBC Act is not considered warranted or necessary. 

As no threatened fauna and fauna species, hollows or high-quality habitats were identified in the 

study area during the survey, the biodiversity offset ratio will be 2:1 in accordance with the 

SWEMS0019.13 Biodiversity Offset Guide.  

Five Priority Weeds were identified within the proposal area (Asparagus Fern, Climbing Asparagus 

Fern, Lantana, African Olive and Prickly Pears), and seven species assessed as Environmental 

Weeds with high potential to result in environmental degradation (Appendix C). To prevent spreading 

within the site, all practical steps would be taken to control the weeds prior to, during and after the 

proposed works. 

Given the proposed works are not likely to impact upon threatened species (excluding Magenta Lilly 

Pilly) and their habitat, a Test of Significance under the BC Act is not required. Safeguards to 

minimise the potential impacts of construction on the vegetation have been described below. 

Decommissioning of OCU SY0042 & SY0043 

The proposed works to decommission SY0042 and SY0043 will be within disturbed areas and will 

not require impacts to native vegetation. The Green and Golden Bell Frog (GGBF) Litoria aurea, a 

species listed as endangered under the BC Act and vulnerable under the EPBC Act, has been 

recorded within 60m of the SY0042 site.  A Test of Significance (ToS) was prepared to assess any 

potential direct or indirect impacts to this species as a result of vehicles accessing the SY0042 site 

as well as the decommissioning works.  This ToS concluded that the proposed works are unlikely 

to result in a significant impact to the GGBF but recommended some safeguards to be 

implemented during construction (see below). 

Safeguards 

Minimise vegetation clearance and disturbance, including impacts to standing dead trees and riparian 

zones. Where possible, limit clearing to trimming rather than the removal of whole plants.  

Vegetation removal will be minimised where possible by reducing the footprint during detailed design. Any 

vegetation removal must be offset at a ratio of 2:1 in accordance with the SWEMS0019.13 Biodiversity 

Offset Guide.   

Prepare a site revegetation plan for the project and carry out revegetation and bush regeneration works in 

accordance with SWEMS0025.11 Guideline for Managing Native Re-vegetation for Construction Projects. 

Report revegetation works using SWEMS0015.26 Native Vegetation Clearing and Rehabilitation Report. 

Physically delineate vegetation to be cleared and/or protected on site and install appropriate signage prior 

to works commencing. 

https://elogin.ads.swc/BMIS/SWDocControl.nsf/BMISHomepageWebSearch?SearchView&Query=FIELD%20BMISHPSearchValues%20CONTAINS%20SWEMS0015.26&Start=1&Count=2000
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Protect trees in accordance with the requirements of Australian Standard 4970-2009 for the Protection of 

Trees on Development Sites (e.g. do not damage tree roots unless absolutely necessary, and where roots 

>50mm are impacted within the Tree Protection Zone, engage a qualified arborist to maintain structural 

integrity and tree health). 

Provided it is essential for delivering the project, Sydney Water’s Project Manager (after consultation with 

Sydney Water’s Environmental and Community Representatives and affected landowners) can approve 

the following vegetation removal and tree trimming, without additional environmental assessment. Sydney 

Water considers vegetation removal in these circumstances has minimal environmental impact. 

• Any minor: 

- vegetation trimming 

- removal of exotic vegetation or 

- removal of planted native vegetation 

where the vegetation is not a threatened species (including a characteristic species of a threatened 

community or population), heritage listed, in declared critical habitat or in a declared area of 

outstanding biodiversity value. 

• Any removal of remnant vegetation where there is no net change to environmental impact (e.g. a 

different area of vegetation is removed but the total area is the same or less than assessed in the 

EIA). 

Written explanation of the application of this clause (including justification of the need for trimming or 

removal and any proposed revegetation) should be provided when seeking Project Manager approval. 

Retain dead tree trunks, bush rock or logs in-situ unless they are in the proposal area and moving is 

unavoidable. Reposition material elsewhere on the site or to approved adjacent sites.  

Inspect vegetation for the presence of fauna prior to clearing or trimming. If fauna is present, or ecological 

assessment has determined high likelihood of native fauna presence, including removal of hollow bearing 

trees, engage an ecologist to inspect and relocate fauna before works. 

If native fauna is encountered during works, stop work and allow the fauna to move away unharassed. 

Engage an ecologist if assistance is required to move fauna. 

If any threatened species (flora or fauna) is discovered during the works, stop work immediately and notify 

the Sydney Water Environmental Representative. Work will only recommence once the impact on the 

species has been assessed and appropriate control measures provided. 

If any damage occurs to vegetation outside of the proposal area (as shown in the REF), notify the Sydney 

Water Project Manager and Environmental Representative so that appropriate remediation strategies can 

be developed. 

No hot works to occur during a Total Fire Ban. 

All practical steps should be taken to prevent the spread of weeds within the study area, including but not 

limited to: 
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– Weed control targeting the species listed in Table 2 prior to commencing OCU 

installation works. 

– Weed control following OCU installation works to prevent the establishment of 

weeds within the high quality vegetation. 

– Ensuring appropriate hygiene protocols are undertaken to remove soil, seed and 

plant material from plant, vehicles and boots/clothing etc. 

– If vegetation to be impacted contains weed species, all plant and seed material 

present must be disposed offsite at a licensed green waste facility, or landfill. 

– Bag all plant parts and excavated topsoil that may be infested with weed 

propagules and dispose at a licensed waste disposal facility.   

Disturbed areas should be revegetated with locally occurring native species at a density sufficient to 

provide vegetation cover to prevent the establishment of weeds and prevent potential erosion. 

A pre-construction inspection is to be undertaken by a qualified ecologist to ensure no GGBF are present 

along the access track and worksite at SY0042. 

Install frog exclusion fencing along the access track leading to SY0042 prior to decommissioning works 

 Educate contractors during site inductions/ tool box talks on the sensitivity of surrounding vegetation and 

potential presence of GGBF and ensure they have fact sheets available on-site for identification. 

Check any open excavations for the presence of frogs in the morning prior to recommencing works. 

Stop work if any GGBF is found on-site and call an ecologist to remove the frog. 

 

5.2.4 Air and energy 

Existing environment and potential impacts. 

Installation of OCU SY0103 

The proposal has the potential to cause minor air quality impacts due to the following: 

• emissions from work vehicles, plant and machinery 

• minor dust generation during surface cutting and excavation 

• odour as the proposal is being conducted on the wastewater system. 

During construction, the proposal is not anticipated to generate significant impacts to air given the 

duration of the works and minor excavations proposed. 

During operation, the proposed OCU will reduce odour impacts on the surrounding community by 

using best practice odour control technology. An assessment of the potential odour impacts 

associated with the proposal was undertaken by Ensure (Ensure 2018). The assessment showed 
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that the operation of the proposal is unlikely to lead to any adverse odour impacts on the surrounding 

sensitive receptors. This project should improve the odour currently experienced near this site.  

Provided the proposal is carried out in accordance with the safeguards outlined in this REF, the risk 

associated with the generation of odour, dust and air pollution would be minor and temporary.  

Decommissioning of OCU SY0042 & SY0043 

The proposed works to decommission SY0042 and SY0043 will improve the odour impacts to the 

surrounding sensitive receptors.  

Safeguards 

Use alternatives to fossil fuels where practical and cost-effective.  

Track energy use as per SWEMS0015.27. 

Minimise potential odours (e.g. minimise the number of open access chambers, close maintenance holes 

overnight). 

Ensure odour control measures are available and ready to use during the works.   

Maintain equipment in good working order, comply with the clean air regulations of the Protection of the 

Environment Operations Act 1997, have appropriate exhaust pollution controls, and meet Australian 

Standards for exhaust emissions. 

Switch off vehicles/machinery when not in use. 

Cover all transported waste. 

 

5.2.5 Waste and hazardous materials 

Potential environmental impacts 

Installation of OCU SY0103 

The proposal is not likely to require the disposal of hazardous waste or the discharge of wastewater. 

A search of the NSW Contaminated Land Register did not identify any registered contaminated land 

sites within 100 m of the proposal.  

During a ground survey in April 2018, asbestos containing material was identified at various locations 

along the existing unformed access track. The proposal has the potential to encounter asbestos 

during excavation for the road. Asbestos contaminated soil would not be suitable for backfilling 

construction trenches and would be required to be disposed of accordingly. Any imported material 

would be required to be suitable for backfilling, as per the safeguards in the Section 5.2.1. 

Any potential impacts from waste and hazardous materials would be managed by implementing the 

safeguards provided in this REF. 
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Decommissioning of OCU SY0042 & SY0043 

The proposal will require the disposal of decommissioned infrastructure. Given the large volume of 

waste, the CEMP will include a waste management plan. 

Safeguards 

Manage waste in accordance with relevant legislation and maintain records to show compliance e.g. waste 

register, transport and disposal records. 

Provide adequate bins for general waste, hazardous waste and recyclable materials. Remove bins when 

80% full. 

Minimise the generation of waste, and sort waste streams to maximise reuse/recycling in accordance with 

the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2001. 

Manage waste and excess spoil in accordance with the NSW EPA Waste Classification Guidelines.  

Dispose wastes at an appropriately licensed facility. 

Securely store all wastes to prevent pollutants from escaping. 

Dispose of excess vegetation (non-weed) that cannot be used for site stabilisation at an appropriate green 

waste disposal facility. 

If fibro or other asbestos containing material is identified, restrict access and follow Sydney Water’s 

Asbestos Management procedure, WHSMS0064. Contact Property Environmental Services for advice. 

 

5.2.6 Heritage 

Existing environment and potential impacts 

Installation of OCU SY0103 

Aboriginal heritage 

The proposal is located near a registered AHIMS site (45-6-2547) and is near landscape features 

that indicate the likely presence of Aboriginal objects (within 200m of waters, and below a cliff on a 

rocky outcrop).  

An Aboriginal Archaeological Due Diligence Assessment was undertaken by AAJV in September 

2018 (Appendix D) to identify potential Aboriginal heritage constraints within the project area and to 

provide management advice. A visual inspection by an archaeologist was undertaken as part of the 

assessment to establish whether the proposed activity will, or is likely to, harm any Aboriginal 

objects.  

According to the site card for AHIMS #45-6-2547 the site is associated with an artefact scatter 

described as five stone artefacts in a thin sandy soil with no depth atop a sandstone outcrop. During 

the site inspection, no surface Aboriginal objects were identified within the bounds of nearby site 
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#45-6-2547. The registered site’s prominence as a raised platform means that it may have been 

used as a lookout area in the past. As long as the proposed works are contained within the assessed 

Project area and utilise existing access via Unwin Street and the walking track the likelihood is low 

that site #45-6-2547 could be either directly or indirectly impacted. 

 

The due diligence assessment concluded that no previously recorded AHIMS sites are likely be 

impacted by the proposed works, no new Aboriginal sites were identified within the Project area 

during the site inspection, and no areas of Potential Archaeological Deposit were identified. The 

archaeological sensitivity of the Project area was assessed as low. The site is highly disturbed and 

modified as a result of previous works in the area.  It is therefore considered unlikely that any items 

of Aboriginal heritage would be impacted due to the proposal. Any potential impacts would be 

managed in accordance with the safeguards listed below. 

 

Non-Aboriginal heritage 

The proposal is located within the NSW state listed Wolli Creek Aqueduct (1977-136) heritage 

curtilage. The proposal will require connection to the existing infrastructure and the works are minor, 

therefore will be minimal impact to the heritage item. The works are also located within the Western 

Outfall Main Sewer which is located on the Sydney Water S170 register. A Sydney Water senior 

heritage specialist will assess the impact and provide an s57 exemption once the detailed design 

has been confirmed. 

Any potential impacts to unexpected heritage items would be managed in accordance with the 

safeguards below. 

Decommissioning of OCU SY0042 & SY0043 

The proposal is not located within close proximity to any registered Aboriginal heritage sites. The 

Sewer Vent at SY0042 is listed on Rockdale Local Environment Plan (LEP) (Figure 2-3). The sewer 

vent was decommissioned and removed by Sydney Water in 2016, and notification was provided to 

council. A small section of the vent remains on site, and the item has been removed from the Sydney 

Water S170 register. Safeguards will be implemented to minimise the impact of the works on the 

remaining section of the sewer vent. 

SY0042 and SY0043 are also located within the State Heritage listed Western Outfall Main Sewer 

heritage item curtilage.  The proposal is not expected to impact on the heritage listed item as the 

works involve the removal of materials not considered part of the heritage value of the Western 

Outfall Main Sewer. The decommissioning will be considered as part of the s57 exemption for the 

project. 

Safeguards 

Do not make publicly available or publish, in any form, Aboriginal heritage information on sites / potential 

archaeological deposits, particularly regarding location.  

Repeat the basic AHIMS search if it is older than 12 months. Conduct additional assessment if new sites 

are registered and could be impacted by the works. 
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A heritage specialist should be consulted during detailed design to provide advice to further reduce the 

proposal’s impact on the State listed Wolli Creek Aqueduct and Western Outfall Main Sewer. 

All workers at this location should be made aware of the location of nearby site #45-6-2547 to ensure it is 

avoided from direct and indirect impacts. 

In the event that Aboriginal objects or non-Aboriginal relic is found, including possible human skeletal 

material (remains), are identified during construction works all works in the area must cease immediately 

and Sydney Water’s Environmental Management System (SWEMS009) should be followed. The stop work 

procedure should be included within the Project’s construction management plan. 

Fencing around the remaining section of LEP heritage listed vent sewer is required to protect the item 

during decommission and removal of materials and SY0042. 

5.2.7 Noise and vibration 

Existing environment and potential impacts 

Installation of OCU SY0103 

The proposal is located on Sydney Water land adjacent to Wolli Creek, south of residences along 

Bayview Avenue and west of vacant properties and residences on Unwin street. The nearest 

sensitive receiver to the construction works will be the residence at 20 Unwin Street, about 40 m to 

the east.  

Noise impacts during construction of the proposal have been assessed by SLR (SLR, 2019). During 

construction, excavation, rock breaking, backfilling and vehicle movements would generate noise 

that may impact nearby receivers. 

There is potential for short term exceedances of the criteria in the Interim Construction Noise 

Guideline (ICNG) (DECC, 2009) at the nearest receivers. However, works would be conducted 

during standard construction hours and potential impacts would be short-term and minimised by 

implementing the safeguards listed in this REF. 

While cosmetic damage to residences is unlikely, perceptible vibration may be experienced by some 

sensitive receivers. Given the relatively short construction period of the proposal, impacts from 

vibrations are anticipated to be minor. Potential vibration impacts would be associated with the use 

of plant and equipment for pavement/concrete breaking, excavation and compaction and would likely 

be intermittent. Potential impacts from vibrations for most construction activities would be minimised 

by implementing the safeguards in the REF. 

Sydney Water’s technical specification for odour control units includes a minimum requirement that 

the noise level will not exceed 35 dBA measured 1 metre from the OCU, or 5dBA above the 

surrounding environment noise level measured at the boundary fence whichever is the lower.  

Decommissioning of OCU SY0042 & SY0043 

The proposal at SY0042 is on a main road, surrounded by residential development. The works will 

require decommissioning of existing infrastructure and vehicle movements would generate noise 
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that may impact adjacent receivers. The proposal at SY0043 is located adjacent to Kogarah Golf 

Course and east of M5 Highway. No sensitive receivers were identified within close proximity to 

SY0043. 

Given the relatively short construction period of the proposal, the potential noise impacts will be 

temporary and minor. Safeguards will be implemented to reduce the impact on surrounding sensitive 

receivers.  

Safeguards 

Works must comply with the Interim Construction Noise Guideline (DECC 2009), including schedule work 

and deliveries during standard daytime working hours of 7am to 6pm Monday to Friday and 8am to 1pm 

Saturday. No work to be scheduled on Sundays or public holidays.   

The Proposal will also be carried out in accordance with: 

• Sydney Water's Noise Management Procedure SWEMS0056  

• Noise Policy for Industry (EPA, 2017).  

Reasonable and feasible noise mitigation measures should be implemented to mitigate noise impacts. 

Incorporate standard daytime hours noise management safeguards into the CEMP: 

• identify and consult with the potentially affected residents prior to the commencement: 

o describe the nature of works; the expected noise impacts; approved hours of work; 

duration, complaints handling and contact details. 

o determine need for, and appropriate timing of respite periods (eg times identified by the 

community that are less sensitive to noise such as mid-morning or mid-afternoon for works 

near residences) 

o acceptance by the community of longer construction periods in exchange for restriction to 

construction times.  

• implement a complaints handling procedure for dealing with noise complaints 

• plant or machinery will not be permitted to warm-up near residential dwellings before the nominated 

working hours. 

• appropriate plant will be selected for each task, to minimise the noise impact (eg all stationary and 

mobile plant will be fitted with residential type silencers) 

• engine brakes will not be used when entering or leaving the work site(s) or within work areas. 

• regularly inspect and maintain equipment in good working order 

• arrange work sites where possible to minimise noise (eg generators away from sensitive receivers, 

minimise use of vehicle reversing alarms). 

• schedule noisy activities around times of surrounding high background noise (local road traffic or 

when other noise sources are active). 

If works beyond standard daytime hours are needed, the contractor’s environmental representative would:  
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• justify the need for out of standard daytime work 

• consider potential noise impacts and: implement the relevant standard daytime hours safeguards; 

Sydney Water's Noise Management Code of Behaviour (SWEMS0056.01) and other reasonable 

and feasible management measures 

• identify community notification requirements 

• seek approval from the Sydney Water Project Manager 

If night works are needed the contractor’s environmental representative would:  

• justify the need for night works 

• consider potential noise impacts and implement the relevant standard daytime and out of hours 

safeguards and other reasonable and feasible management measures  

• identify community notification requirements (ie for scheduled night work (not emergency works)),  

• notify all potentially impacted residents and sensitive noise receivers not less than one week prior 

to commencing night work. 

seek approval from the Sydney Water Project Manager. 

If works on Sundays or public holidays are required, the contractor’s environmental representative would: 

• justify why all other times are not feasible 

• consider potential noise impacts and, implement relevant standard daytime, out of hours and night-

time safeguards and other reasonable and feasible management measures 

• identify community notification requirements  

• seek approval from the Sydney Water Project Manager 

 

5.2.8 Traffic and access 

Existing environment and potential impacts 

Installation of OCU SY0103 

The proposal is accessed from Unwin Street via an existing unformed track at the end of the cul-

de-sac. No road closures are required, although Unwin Street will be heavily used during the initial 

stages of the proposal. The availability of street parking should not be impacted, as parking for 

workers and machinery is likely to available on the lot adjacent to the site (18 Bayview Avenue). 

Pedestrian access to the Jackson track will not be available from Unwin Street during construction.    

The potential traffic impacts will be temporary and minor. Safeguards will be implemented to 

reduce the impact on surrounding sensitive receivers. 

Decommissioning of OCU SY0042 & SY0043 
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The proposal at SY0042 is located on West Botany Street, Arncliffe, which is a major road in the 

area. Partial road closure may be required in order to access the site and remove the 

decommissioned infrastructure, which would require a Traffic Control Plan. Parking for workers is 

available on Valda Street and Marsh Street within close proximity to the proposal.  

The proposal at SY0043 is located off Eve Street, although access to the site is via a maintenance 

track off Marsh Street (Figure 2-3), with parking available on the site. 

Potential impacts in relation to traffic and access would be minimised through the implementation 

of the safeguards outlined in this REF. 

Safeguards 

Prepare a Traffic Control Plan (TCP) in consultation with the relevant traffic authority to meet NSW Roads 

and Maritime Service's Traffic Control at Worksites Manual V4 requirements. 

Minimise traffic impacts near residential properties, schools and businesses by consulting with them (e.g. 

no major materials deliveries at school drop off or pick up times etc.). 

Manage sites to allow people to move safely past the works, including alternative pedestrian, bicycles, 

pram and wheelchair access. 

Consult with the relevant traffic authority about managing impacts to pedestrian traffic, signposting, 

meters, parking, line-marking or if traffic control or pavement restoration is required. 

Erect signs to inform road users of the proposed works and any temporary road closures. 

Ensure work vehicles do not obstruct vehicular or pedestrian traffic, or private driveway, public facility or 

business access unless necessary and only if appropriate notification has been provided. 

5.2.9 Social and visual 

Existing environment and potential impacts 

Installation of OCU SY0103 

The proposal is located on Sydney Water land, adjacent to Wolli Creek. The proposal will involve 

temporary closure of the Jackson track which would cause disruption for about eight months. The 

Lower track along Wolli Creek will remain available, and a permanent walkway will be provided as 

part of the proposal.  

The proposal will involve the installation of a new vent shaft. The vent shaft will be approximately 

14 metres high, which exceeds the height of existing infrastructure at the site. The colour and 

fabrication of the vent shaft will be designed to blend with the surrounding environment to reduce 

the visual impact of the structure.   

The construction of the new OCU will require cutting into an existing rock outcrop to the north of 

the site.  This rock outcrop is an important visual element in the landscape and for bushwalkers 

using the Jackson track.  Cutting into the rock outcrop for construction of the OCU will cause a 
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visual impact and detract from the visual amenity of the area.  Detailed design will aim to minimise 

the amount of rock cutting to the greatest extent possible and over time the cut rock face will 

weather to match the surrounding rock, reducing the visual impact. 

Work vehicles and machinery will be parked in a visible area on the vacant lot adjacent to the 

worksite along Unwin Street. 

Potential social and visual impacts would be minimised through the implementation of the 

safeguards outlined in this REF. 

Decommissioning of OCU SY0042 & SY0043 

The proposal will involve the use of trucks and machinery to remove existing OCU SY0042 and 

SY0043 and redundant equipment. The visual impact during demolition will be minor and 

temporary. The proposal will result in an increase to the environmental value of the area. There will 

be a positive long-term change to the visual impact as a result of the removal of the OCU at both 

locations. 

Safeguards 

Undertake works in accordance with Sydney Water Communications policies and requirements including: 

• notify impacted residents and businesses  

• erect signs to inform the public on nature of work  

• treat community enquiries appropriately 

Minimise visual impacts (e.g. retain existing vegetation where possible) and look to further minimise the 

amount of rock cutting to the greatest extent possible, during detailed design. 

Direct artificial light away from sensitive receivers where possible (i.e. residents, fauna or roadways). 

Maintain work areas in a clean and tidy condition. 

Erect signs to inform bush walkers of the proposed works and divert them to the lower track during 

construction, in consultation with NPWS and WCPS. 

No smoking within National Parks. 

5.2.10 Cumulative 

Potential environmental impacts 

Sydney Water is not aware of any other works occurring in the area. No cumulative impacts are 

anticipated. 

Safeguards 

No Cumulative safeguards required. 
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5.2.11 General Environmental Management 

Safeguards 

Prepare a Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) addressing the requirements of this 

environmental assessment. The CEMP should specify license, approval and notification requirements. 

Prior to the start of work, all project staff and contractors will be inducted in the CEMP. 

The CEMP should be readily available on site and include a site plan which shows: 

• no go areas and boundaries of the work area 

• location of environmental controls (such as erosion and sediment controls, fences or other 

measures to protect vegetation or fauna, spill kits) 

• location and full extent of any vegetation disturbance 

Sydney Water’s Project Manager (after consultation with Sydney Water’s environment and community 

representatives and affected landowners) can approve temporary ancillary construction facilities (such as 

compounds and access tracks), without additional environmental assessment or approval if the facilities 

meet the following principles: 

• Limit proximity to sensitive receivers. 

• No disruption to property access. 

• No impact to known items of non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal heritage. 

• Outside high risk areas for Aboriginal heritage. 

• Use existing cleared areas and existing access tracks. 

• No impacts to remnant native vegetation or key habitat features.  

• No disturbance to waterways. 

• Potential environmental impacts can be managed using the safeguards in this REF. 

• No disturbance of contaminated land or acid sulphate soils. 

• Will be rehabilitated at the end of construction. 

The Delivery Contractor must demonstrate in writing how the proposed ancillary facilities meet these 

principles. Any facilities that do not meet these principles will require additional environmental impact 

assessment. 

The agreed location of these facilities must be shown on the CEMP site plan and appropriate 

environmental controls installed. 

Prepare an Incident Management Plan (IMP) outlining actions and responsibilities during: 

• onset of heavy rain during works  

• spills  
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• unexpected heritage finds 

• other potential incidents relevant to the scope of works. 

All site personnel should be inducted into the IMP. 

Immediately notify the Sydney Water Project Manager and Community Relations Representative of any 

complaints. 

To ensure compliance with legislative requirements for incident notification (e.g. Protection of the 

Environment Operations Act 1997), Sydney Water's employees and contractors will follow SWEMS0009. 
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6 Conclusion 

Sydney Water has prepared this REF to assess the potential environmental impacts of construction 

and operation of Unwin Street OCU Project. During construction, the main potential environmental 

impacts of the proposal include flora and fauna, visual and access impacts. During operation, the 

main impact would be a visual impact, however, the proposal will result in improvements to odour 

management. 

The proposal is required to effectively remove hydrogen sulphide (H2S) generated in the sewer 

network and reduce corrosion rates in the SWSOOS concrete tunnel, a critical wastewater asset 

that serves around 40% of Sydney’s population.  The proposal also addresses ongoing odour 

complaints associated with the OCUs SY0042 (Eve St, Arncliffe) and SY0043 (West Botany St, 

Arncliffe) along the SWSOOS tunnel, as well as odour complaints surrounding the Unwin St, 

Earlwood site. The OCUs at Eve St and West Botany St will be decommissioned and the sites 

remediated. The proposal will result in a reduction in corrosion of wastewater assets and 

improvements to odour management in the Unwin Street area. 

The proposal has been considered in accordance with the principles of ecologically sustainable 

development (ESD) principles (refer to Table 1-2). 

It is considered that, given the nature, scale and extent of impacts and implementation of the 

safeguards outlined in this REF, the proposed work is unlikely to have a significant impact on the 

environment and an environmental impact statement is not required under Division 5.1 of the EP&A 

Act. 

The proposal will result in positive long-term environmental improvements, aligned with the principles 

of ecologically sustainable development.  The proposal will not result in the degradation of the quality 

of the environment and will not pose a risk to the safety of the environment. 
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Appendix A - Clause 228 checklist 

Clause 228 checklist REF finding 

Any environmental impact on a community There may be short-term impacts on the community 

from noise and vibration and traffic impacts.  There 

will be environmental improvements by reducing 

odour and improving air quality for the local 

community. 

A transformation of a locality The installation of the OCU and vent shaft will 

impact on the visual amenity of the locality. 

Safeguards will be implemented to reduce the 

impact. 

Any environmental impact on the ecosystem of the 

locality 

The proposal will require the removal of up to 300 

square metres of vegetation comprising of Coastal 

Sandstone Foreshore Forest. The vegetation 

removal will be offset by revegetation and bush 

regeneration of degraded areas on the site over an 

area twice the size of the disturbance. The proposal 

is not likely to impact threatened species (Appendix 

C).  

Any reduction of the aesthetic, recreational, 

scientific or other environmental quality or value of 

the locality 

The proposal will require cutting into a rock outcrop 

to the north of the site.  The outcrop is an important 

visual element in the landscape and is visible to 

bushwalkers using the Jackson track.  Cutting into 

the rock outcrop for construction of the OCU will 

have a visual impact and detract from the visual 

amenity of the area.  Detailed design will aim to 

minimise the amount of rock cutting to the greatest 

extent possible and over time the cut rock face will 

weather to match the surrounding rock, reducing 

the visual impact. 

While bushwalkers will be temporarily diverted to 

the lower track for the duration of the construction 

works, a new walkway access will be available on 

the Jackson Track after construction. 

The proposed work will not result in any other a 

long-term reduction of the aesthetic, recreational, 

scientific or other environmental quality or value of 

the locality. The air quality in the local environment 

will be improved by ensuring the OCU will filter and 

treat odour, minimising air quality impacts. 
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Clause 228 checklist REF finding 

Any effect upon a locality, place or building having 

aesthetic, anthropological, archaeological, 

architectural, cultural, historical, scientific or social 

significance or any other special value for present 

or future generations 

The proposed work will not have any effect upon a 

locality, place or building having aesthetic, 

anthropological, archaeological, architectural, 

cultural, historical, scientific or social significance or 

any other special value for present or future 

generations. 

The proposal is located within the NSW state listed 

Wolli Creek Aqueduct (1977-136) heritage curtilage 

and the Western Outfall Main Sewer which is listed 

on the Sydney Water s170 register. The proposal 

will require connection to the existing infrastructure, 

the works are minor and therefore will have minimal 

impact the heritage item.  

Any impact on the habitat of any protected animals 

(within the meaning of the Biodiversity 

Conservation Act 2016) 

The proposed work will not have any impact on the 

habitat of protected animals. 

Any endangering of any species of animal or plant 

or other form of life, whether living on land, in water 

or in the air 

The proposed work will not be endangering any 

species of animal, plant or other form of life, 

whether living on land, in water or in the air. 

Any long-term effects on the environment  

 

The proposed work will not have any long-term 

adverse impacts on the environment but will have a 

long-term benefit by reducing odour and improving 

air quality for the area. 

Any degradation of the quality of the environment 

 

The proposed work will not cause the degradation 

of the quality of the environment. 

Any risk to the safety of the environment The proposed work will not increase risk to the 

safety of the environment. 
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Clause 228 checklist REF finding 

Any reduction in the range of beneficial uses of the 

environment 

 

The proposed work will not have any reduction in 

the range of beneficial uses of the environment. 

Any pollution of the environment 

 

Environmental safeguards will mitigate the potential 

for the proposed work to pollute the environment 

and Environmental Protection Licence compliance 

will be maintained. The proposal is expected to 

improve the odour currently experienced at the site. 

Any environmental problems associated with the 

disposal of waste 

 

The disposal of wastes will be conducted in 

accordance with the environmental safeguards, and 

no environmental problems associated with the 

disposal of waste are expected. 

Any increased demands on resources (natural or 

otherwise) that are, or are likely to become, in short 

supply 

The proposed work will not increase demand on 

resources, that are, or are likely to become, in short 

supply. 

Any cumulative environmental effect with other 

existing or likely future activities 

Decommissioning the two existing OCUs and 

providing a new OCU at Wolli Creek will reduce 

potential cumulative air quality impacts in the area. 

The proposed work will not have any other 

cumulative environmental effect with other existing 

or likely future activities. 

Any impact on coastal processes and coastal 

hazards, including those under projected climate 

change conditions 

The proposed work will not have any impact on 

coastal processes or hazards. 
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Appendix B – Consideration of SEPP consultation 
ISEPP clause  Yes No 

Clause 13, council related infrastructure or services – consultation with council 

Will the work:   

Potentially have a substantial impact on stormwater management services provided by council?  N 

Be likely to generate traffic that will strain the capacity of the LGA road system?  N 

Involve connection to, and have a substantial impact on, the capacity of a sewerage system 

owned by council? 

 N 

Involve connection to and use of a substantial volume of water from a water supply system 

owned by council? 

 N 

Involve installation of a temporary structure on, or enclosing, a public space under council’s 

control that will cause a disruption to pedestrian or vehicular traffic that is not minor? 

 N 

Involve excavation of the surface of, or a footpath adjacent to, a road for which the council is the 

roads authority that is not minor or inconsequential? 

 N 

Clause 14, local heritage – consultation with council    

Is the work likely to affect the heritage significance of a local heritage item, or of a heritage 

conservation area (not also a State heritage item) more than a minor or inconsequential 

amount? 

 N 

Clause 15, flood liable land – consultation with council   

Will the work be located on flood liable land (that is land that is susceptible to flooding by the 

probable maximum flood event) and will they alter flood patterns other than a minor extent? 

 N 

Clause 16 – consultation with public authorities other than councils 

Will the proposal be located adjacent to land reserved under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 

1974 or to land acquired under Part 11 of that Act? If so, consult with OEH. 

 Y 

Will the proposal be located on land in Zone E1 Nationals Parks and Nature Reserves or in a 

land use zone that is equivalent to that zone? If so, consult with OEH 

 N 

Will the proposal be adjacent to an aquatic reserve or a marine park declared under Marine 

Estate Management Act 2014? If so, consult with the Department of Industry. 

 N 

Will the proposal be in the foreshore area within the meaning of the Sydney Harbour Foreshore 

Authority Act 1998? If so, consult with Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority 

 N 

Will the proposal comprise a fixed or floating structure in or over navigable waters?  If so, 

consult Roads and Maritime Services 

 N 

Will the proposal be located on land in a mine subsidence district within the meaning of the Mine 

Subsidence Compensation Act 1961? If so, consult with the Mine Subsidence Board 

 N 
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Appendix C – Ecological Assessment (Biosis) 
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Appendix D – Aboriginal Heritage Due Diligence (AAJV)   

 

 


